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1: David L. Weaver Endowed Lecture | UC Davis Genome Center
Physics 9H is a five-quarter honors physics sequence, which may be taken instead of Physics 9. It is intended primarily
for first-year students with a strong interest in physics and with advanced placement in mathematics.

The basic concept behind molecular imaging is the use of non-invasive imaging technologies to visualize and
characterize specific molecular events and targets in vivo. Areas of active research include the development of
new and improved imaging technologies, the design of novel contrast agents and imaging probes and their
application in molecular diagnostics and therapeutics. Professor Cherry and the members of his laboratory
team are particularly interested in developing new technologies and techniques for in vivo molecular imaging.
They focus on a nuclear imaging technique, positron emission tomography PET , and its application in
studying animal models of human disease. They are also exploring the integration of PET imaging technology
with the high resolution anatomical imaging provided by magnetic resonance imaging MRI or x-ray computed
tomography CT. The use of molecular imaging technologies for phenotyping and for the development and
validation of new drugs and therapeutic approaches are among the applications they are pursuing. The
research group has many active projects in the laboratory, ranging from the development of new detector
technologies for imaging to the building of complete imaging systems for specific biological or medical
applications. The research associated with these projects involves novel detector development; system
simulation and design; the investigation of data acquisition and correction strategies; the study of
three-dimensional image reconstruction algorithms; new software tools for the visualization, analysis, and
quantification of imaging data; and the application of molecular imaging technologies to important problems
in medicine and biology. A hyperspectral fluorescence system for 3D in vivo optical imaging. Phys Med Biol ;
Depth of interaction resolution measurements for a high resolution PET detector using position sensitive
avalanche photodiodes. The Henry N. J Nucl Med ; Fetal gene transfer using lentiviral vectors: In vivo
detection of gene expression by microPET and optical imaging in fetal and infant monkeys. Hum Gene Ther ;
Fabrication and characterization of a 0. Review Articles Cherry SR. In vivo genomic and molecular imaging:
Phys Med Biol; Multimodality in vivo imaging systems: Twice the power or double the trouble? Ann Rev
Biomed Eng ; 8: Physics in Nuclear Medicine. Major Research Interest Molecular imaging technology,
particularly positron emission tomography, multi-modality imaging systems, gamma and x-ray detector
technology,3-D image reconstruction and use of imaging techniques in phenotyping and drug development.
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2: Department of Physics :: Physics Courses
UC Davis Physics Education Research Group In Wendell Potter and his colleagues drew from constructivist theory to
create physics 7. Physics 7 is a large non-major introductory physics course where the techniques model-based
reasoning and interactive-engagement are integrated to allow students to make-sense of physical phenomena.

We look forward to seeing you at UC Davis. The school will start at 8: Nuclear Analytical Techniques NAT
The program will consist of some lectures, but mostly hands-on activities involving nuclear analytical
techniques. Students will perform Neutron Activation Analysis using the McClellan Nuclear Research Center ,
study proton elastic scattering at the Crocker cyclotron facility , gain experience and skills in counting with
NaI and HPGe crystals, and learn about detectors and analysis techniques important across a broad range of
science and industry. Cost There is no registration fee to pay, but you or your institute will be liable for your
expenses travel to and from Davis, accommodation, and meals. For those interested, we will arrange
on-campus housing. A limited number of fellowships provided via NSSC will be awarded to cover the cost of
housing. Please indicate in your application if you are applying for the housing support. A grant from the
National Science Foundation will be used to encourage participation of undergraduate or first-year graduate
students from underrepresented groups. Please indicate if you are applying for the URM support. Application
The summer school is open to graduate students and upper-level undergraduates. Interested graduate students
should be enrolled in physics, nuclear chemistry, or nuclear engineering program. Undergraduate applicants
should have at least one course in quantum mechanics, differential equations, and modern physics. Typically
these students would be entering their senior year. The deadline for receiving the application is May 15th,
Local team Ben is a Ph. Ben Godfrey is a Ph. In the past, he has characterized the radiation hardness of static
random access memory for use in L1 trigger development at the CMS detector. Teal Pershing is a Ph. Aaron
Manalaysay is a postdoc in the astroparticle physics group at UC Davis. His research activities have included
dark matter direct detection with cryogenic crystals and liquid xenon and very-high-energy gamma-ray
astronomy with the up-coming Cherenkov Telescope Array. Bob Svoboda is a professor at UC Davis whose
interests are in neutrino physics. Mani Tripathi is a Professor of Physics. His research interests span the
disciplines of particle physics and nuclear applications. The nuclear applications component consists of
radio-assay of materials via neutron activation analysis. In addition, he is working on radiation detectors such
as gaseous electron multipliers, tungsten-silicon calorimeters, and next generation silicon-based intelligent
charged particle trackers. His group has developed the NEST software package. Emilija Pantic is an assistant
professor at UC Davis whose interests are in the fields of experimental dark matter searches and neutrino
physics using noble liquid based detectors. James Morad is a graduate student finishing his thesis on direct
dark matter detection with the LUX. Tessa Johnson is a postdoc working on rare event detection with noble
liquid detectors at UC Davis. Her research has included searching for exotic processes in double beta decay,
precision neutron capture measurements and modeling, and direct dark matter searches. She is currently
focusing on the DarkSide liquid argon dark matter search, including analysis, event reconstruction, and
simulation of data. She also works on precision measurements of liquid argon detector response to neutrons
and development of the DarkSide successor. Morgan research interests lie in looking at physics which could
give insight into new physics that is lurking just beyond the standard model. Vincent Fischer is a postdoc in
the neutrino physics group. His research focuses on the understanding of neutrino interactions and the search
for exotic processes beyond the Standard Model. He is currently involved in the ANNIE experiment, a water
Cherenkov detector dedicated to measuring the neutron yield of neutrino interactions in water. In the past, he
had been working with liquid scintillator detectors to observe reactor neutrinos both for fundamental physics
and reactor monitoring. Luca Pagani is a postdoc working on direct dark matter detection with noble liquid
detectors. During his PhD, he worked on the commissioning of the detector and in the analysis of the
DarkSide dark matter search data. Currently, he is involved in the analysis of the DarkSide dark matter search
experiment and development of its successor, DarkSidek. In particular, he has been involved with data
processing, event position reconstruction analyses, and dual-phase TPC design and operation. Preparation of
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the samples â€” NAA 2: Data analysis, reactor flux and contamination calculations NAA 1: The NAA 1
activity will take place in the clean part of room Here is the procedure describing the activity step-by-step.
Each group will leave from the physics building and return to the physics building. The NAA 3 activity will
take place in room of the physics building. Two people per team will share a computer to analyze the data that
was acquired during NAA 2. The analysis guide is posted here.
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3: NSSC Summer School
Measures of Structural Complexity Reading for this lecture: CMR articles CMPPSS and RURO and Lecture Notes.
Lecture Natural Computation & Self-Organization, Physics B (Spring ); Jim Crutchï¬•eld.

Weaver Endowed Lecture David L. Weaver, a prominent biophysics researcher and professor at Tufts
University. Weaver made significant contributions to the understanding of protein folding. He was impressed
with the research and faculty at the UC Davis Genome Center, where he was planning to spend his sabbatical
year â€” Weaver focused his early research on high-energy physics, studying photon production and
elementary particles. While he continued to make significant contributions in high-energy physics, for which
he received tenure at Tufts in , Dr. At the University of Rome, Italy, as a visiting CNN Fellow at the Frascati
National Laboratory, he became more and more interested in applying his mathematical skills to gain a better
understanding of molecular dynamics. Martin Karplus at Harvard during a sabbatical in , and they began a
collaboration that culminated in a paper about a then theoretical diffusion-collision model for protein folding
Nature, The Diffusion-Collision Model was ahead of its time because the data needed to test it were not
available when it was published in But by the mids experimental studies had shown that the model did indeed
describe the folding mechanism of many proteins. The field has been completely transformed in recent years
because of its assumed importance for understanding the large number of protein sequences available from
genome projects, says Karplus, and because of the realization that misfolding can lead to a wide range of
human diseases. Karplus and other collaborators to improve his understanding of important biophysical
problems. He was a regular visitor at labs overseas and in the United States, and he authored or co-authored a
number of significant scientific publications. He was born in Albany, NY, on April 18th, David Weaver
possessed an easy manner, a sense of fairness, curiosity and an enjoyment of life that was evident in his
teaching and relations with colleagues. All who knew him will miss his kind and cheerful humor, his smile
and his generous spirit. Proteins are synthesized using the genetic code by the ribosome, a large RNA-protein
machine. While many structures of ribosomes and their complexes have been determined in the past two
decades, they remain as still-life portraits. We have developed and applied single-molecule approaches to
observe directly the delicate dance of the ribosome and its partners during translation. The results of this work
highlight the role of dynamics in translational processes in health and disease. Puglisi received his B. Sloan
fellow , and a recipient of a NIH merit award He is a member of the National Academy of Sciences Nature ,
4. Following the intersubunit conformation of the ribosome during translation in real time. Nat Struct Mol
Biol. Real-time tRNA transit on single translating ribosomes at codon resolution. Nature , Science ,
Gronenbron , Structural Biology, University of Pittsburgh. The Emergence of Resistance in Cancer and
Tuberculosis. Structural and Chemical Biology of Epigenetic Regulators. Protein Folding Driving the
Evolution of Genomes. Understanding, Treating and Preventing Neurodegenerative Diseases. Life on the
Edge: Opening remarks by Dirk Laukien, Ph.
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4: Simon R. Cherry - Biomedical Engineering
Heavy Ion Physics at UC Davis with STAR and CMS. Welcome to the homepage of UCD Nuclear Physics group! We
hope that these pages will be interesting and useful to you.

Introduction to Stars, Galaxies, and the Universe 3 Lectureâ€”3 hours. Non-mathematical introduction to
astrophysics of the Universe beyond our solar system using concepts of modern physics. Not open for credit to
students who have taken Astronomy 2, the former Astronomy 10, any quarter of Physics 9 or 9H, or any
upper-division physics course other than or Observational Astronomy Laboratory 1 Laboratoryâ€”2.
Introduction to observations of the night sky using small telescopes in nighttime laboratory. Not open for
credit to students who have completed course 2 or Introduction to the Solar System 3 Lectureâ€”3 hours.
Introduction to naked eye and telescopic observations of events in the night sky: Historical perspective on how
our understanding of the solar system evolved to current non-mathematical astrophysical interpretation of
planetary systems. Not open for credit to students who have taken course 2, Physics 9 or 9H, or any
upper-division physics course other than or Description and interpretation of astronomical phenomena using
the laws of modern physics and observations by modern astronomical instruments. Gravity, relativity,
electromagnetic radiation, atomic and nuclear processes in relation to the structure and evolution of stars,
galaxies and the universe. Not open to students who have received credit for course 2, 10G, or 10L. Physics 1
is a two-quarter sequence requiring some mathematics trigonometry. Either 1A alone or both quarters may be
taken. The sequence is not intended to satisfy entrance requirements of a year of physics for professional
schools, but will satisfy requirements of 3 or 6 units of physics. Physics 7 is a one-year three-quarter
introductory physics course with laboratory intended for students majoring in the biological sciences. It has a
calculus prerequisite. Read the following information carefully if you are using Physics 7 to complete an
introductory course you have already begun. The sequence of material in Physics 7 is different from that in
most traditionally taught introductory physics courses. Physics 7B is most like the first quarter or semester of
traditionally taught courses which treat classical mechanics. Physics 7C is most like the last quarter or
semester which, in traditionally taught courses, treats optics, electricity and magnetism, and modern physics.
The content and sequence of Physics 7A is unlike that of most other traditionally taught courses. If you have
completed one introductory quarter or semester of a traditionally taught physics course and want to continue
with Physics 7, you should first take and will receive full credit for Physics 7A. Then, either skip 7B, but
self-study the last three weeks of material, or take 7B and receive reduced credit. Next, take 7C for full credit.
If you have taken two quarters of a year-long introductory physics course and have not had extensive work in
optics, electricity and magnetism, and modern physics, you should take Physics 7C. In no case should you
take Physics 7B without first taking Physics 7A. All other situations should be discussed directly with a
Physics 7 instructor. Students not intending to take the entire sequence should take Physics 1. Physics 9 is a
four-quarter sequence using calculus throughout and including laboratory work as an integral part. The course
is primarily for students in the physical sciences and engineering. Physics 9H is a five-quarter honors physics
sequence, which may be taken instead of Physics 9. It is intended primarily for first-year students with a
strong interest in physics and with advanced placement in mathematics. You may not switch between the 9H
and 9 series beyond 9HA or 9A. Lower Division Courses 1A. Principles of Physics 3 Lectureâ€”3 hours.
Introduction to general principles and analytical methods used in physics with emphasis on applications in
applied agricultural and biological sciences and in physical education. Not open to students who have received
credit for course 7B or 9A. Continuation of course 1A. Heat, optics, electricity, modern physics. Physics 7
series breakdown 7A. General Physics 4 Lectureâ€”1. Introduction to general principles and analytical
methods used in physics for students majoring in a biological science. Only two units of credit allowed to
students who have completed course 1B or 9B. Continuation of course 7A. Only two units of credit allowed to
students who have completed course 9A, or 1A. Continuation of course 7B. Only two units of credit allowed
to students who have completed course 9C or 5C. Classical Physics 5 Lectureâ€”3 hours; laboratoryâ€”2.
Introduction to general principles and analytical methods used in physics for physical science and engineering
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majors. Only 2 units of credit to students who have completed course 1A or 7B. Not open for credit to students
who have completed course 9HA. Classical Physics 5 Lecture - 3 hours; laboratory - 2. Continuation of course
9A. Fluid mechanics, thermodynamics, wave phenomena, optics. Only 2 units of credit to students who have
completed course 7A. Only 3 units of credit to students who have completed course 7C. Not open for credit to
students who have completed course 9HD. Modern Physics 4 Lecture - 3 hours; discussion - 1. Introduction to
physics concepts developed since Special relativity, quantum mechanics, atoms, molecules, condensed
matter, nuclear and particle physics. Mathematics 21B may be taken concurrently or consent of instructor.
Same material as course 9A in greater depth. For students in physical sciences, mathematics, and engineering.
Only 2 units of credit to students who have completed course 7B. Not open for credit to students who have
completed course 9A. Special relativity, thermal physics. Continuation of course 9HA. Not open for credit to
students who have completed course 9B or 9D. Waves, sound, optics, quantum physics. Continuation of
Physics 9HB. Only 2 units of credit to students who have completed course 7C. Continuation of Physics 9HC.
Not open for credit to students who have completed course 9C. Application of quantum mechanics. Not open
for credit to students who have completed course 9D. Recent Syllabi and More Complete Descriptions Topics
in Physics for Nonscientists 4 Lecture - 3 hours; discussion - 1 hour. Past topics included black holes, space
time, and relativity; physics of music; history and philosophy; energy and the environment; and natural
phenomena. Check with the department office for the current emphasis. No units of credit allowed if taken
after any other physics course. Physics of California 3 Lectureâ€”3 hours. Atmospheric phenomena common
in CA, local weather patterns and microclimes. Applications to CA energy, water, and resource management
policies. Physics underlying regional sports in CA. Not open for credit to students who have completed any
quarter of Physics 9 or 9H, or any upper division physics course. Visualization in Science 3 Lectureâ€”3
hours. Class size limited to students. Production, interpretation, and use of images in physics, astronomy,
biology, and chemistry as scientificevidence and for communication of researchresults. Fractals, Chaos and
Complexity 3 Lecture - 2 hours; discussion - 1 hour. Mathematics 16A or 21A. Modern ideas about the
unifying ideas of fractal geometry, chaos and complexity. Basic theory and applications, with examples from
physics, earth sciences, mathematics, population dynamics, ecology, history, economics, biology, computer
science, art and architecture. Same course as Geology Not offered every year. Supplementary Work in Lower
Division Physics Students with partial credit in lower division physics courses may, with consent of instructor,
complete the credit under this heading. May be repeated for credit. Lower Division Seminar 2 Seminar - 2
hours.
5: Talks Parikh Group - UC Davis
national or ethnic minority university of california los angeles national or ethnic group soe conversation university &
college students studying ethnology racism education and upbringing uc davis ucd faculties schools human
communication education research school of education distinguished lecture series effects.

6: Home Page for John F. Gunion
The Department of Physics consists of 44 faculty members active in research, ten Emeritus Professors, research
associates and post-doctoral physicists, graduate students, and over undergraduates majoring in physics and applied
physics.

7: University of California Davis - Biology LibreTexts
Physics H is a five-quarter honors physics sequence, which may be taken instead of Physics It is intended primarily for
first-year students with a strong interest in physics and with advanced placeÂment in mathematics to Mathematics B.

8: FadleyGroupWebsite
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Welcome to the Fadley Group Website. Department of Physics University of California Davis. and. Materials Sciences
Division Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.

9: UC Davis Mathematics :: Syllabus Detail
Aaron Manalaysay is a postdoc in the astroparticle physics group at UC Davis. His research activities have included
dark matter direct detection with cryogenic crystals and liquid xenon and very-high-energy gamma-ray astronomy with
the up-coming Cherenkov Telescope Array.
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